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This presentation

 Finding a  Human Development Index that 
contemplates inequality among people and 
among dimensions…with desirable 
properties.

 Method: general means.

 Applications: several LAC countries.

 Evaluation: pros and cons.



Inequality and Human
Development

 In Sen´s work,three important things are:

 The multidimensional nature of welfare 
…and of development indicators

 The fundamental importance of 
inequality

 The ex ante emphasis, process-oriented 
approach, versus the ex post nature of 
utilitarianism



Inequality and Human
Development

 The HDI has been especially succesful at:

 Revealing the multidimesionality story in 
the policy sphere

 Taking the focus out of simple growth 
and trickle-down type of logic

 But…it hasn´t been so useful, however, 
to push the agenda on inequality, even 
though it is at the core of Sen´s 
framework on capabilities and 
functionings



Idea of original HDI:

 Go beyond per capita income as a welfare measure

 Broaden space of evaluation of HD

 Obtain a practical multidimensional indicator



Components of HDI: income(x), 
education(y) and health (z).

 Income has been transformed to de-
emphasize top incomes
 Uses log income at PPP, normalized (min and max)

 Education is a combination of two indicators

 2/3 weight on adult literacy rate

 1/3 weight on gross enrolment rate

 Health is life expectancy at birth



Normalization:
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H(D) = μ[μ(x),μ(y),μ(z)] = μ(D)

 Properties of this multidimensional standard

 symmetry in dimensions

 symmetry in people

 replication invariance (per capita measure)

 normalization

 linear homogeneity

 Monotonicity (increasing in each component)

 subgroup consistency

 Problem?

 Ignores inequality



Group inequality and HDI

 Suppose primary interest is inequality across 
groups. Examples:

 Regions D1 is north and D2 is south

 Gender D1 is female and D2 is male

 Ethnicity D1 is majority and D2 is minority

 How do we proceed?

 Evaluate each group’s distribution using the 
HDI:  H(D1) and H(D2)

..but…is this sufficient?



Group Inequality and HD

 Alternative group approach

 Gender-related Development Index (GDI):

 Smooth each dimension by sex, 

 Take general mean of each dimension considering 
both sexes (harmonic means, penalizes 
inequality), 

 Then average across dimensions.



Population Inequality and HD

 Anand & Sen (1993) and Hicks (1997)

 Use Sen welfare index to include inequality 
within dimensions

 S(x) = μ(x)[1-G(x)] income

 S(y) = μ(y)[1-G(y)] education

 S(z) = μ(z)[1-G(z)] health

 Note that Mean is discounted by inequality: 
Inequality within the HDI



Hicks
 H*(D) = μ[S(x),S(y),S(z)]

 Properties: symmetry in dimensions,  and in 
people, replication invariance, normalization, 
linear homogeneity, monotonicity. But…

….violates subgroup consistency

 Not applicable to regional analysis

 Culprit is Gini in Sen welfare measure

 ….also not “path independent” : results depend 
on order of aggregation - people then 
dimensions vs. dimensions then people



Alternative: Foster, Lopez 
Calva, Szekely (2004)

 General Means:

 Defines a new class of HDI:

 Hε (D) = με[με (x), με(y), με(z)] 

 ε = 0 H0 = μ[μ(x), μ(y), μ(z)] usual HDI

 ε = 1 H1 = μ1 [μ1(x), μ1(y), μ1(z)] geometr.mean

 ε = 2 H2 = μ2 [μ2(x), μ2(y), μ2(z)] harmonic mean 
even more sensitive to inequality



 Properties?

 Symmetry in dimensions, symmetry in 
people, replication invariance, normalization, 
linear homogeneity, monotonicity …plus…
Subgroup consistency  & path independence

 Thus , use dimensional data from different 
sources so long as are representative samples

 Important: dimensions are not perfect 
substitutes. Measure of complementarity: ε
Sensitive to uneven growth



Advantages

 It allows you to estimate the loss in HD due to 
inequality

 Even more, it allows you to decompose such 
loss between one part due to inequality 
among people or groups and inequality due 
to uneven development



Applications
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Results for LAC countries



If HDI were 100…what are the losses 

due to inequality?
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Problems with this approach

 Demanding in terms of data..and 
decisions!

(x=0?, 1st centile?, min, max? municipality 
data?)

 Census data and household surveys 
needed

 Do we have an idea of what the value of ε 
is?



Special cases

 Under this general approach, traditional 
HDI is a special case where society does 
not care about inequality 

 Current gender adjusted HDI is also a 
special case where there is inequality 
between groups –men, women– but not 
within groups



Conclusions

 There are, summarizing, three approaches to 
look at inequality in HD

 One does not try to make the HDI sensitive to 
inequality, just disaggregates regionally, between 
groups, etc.

 The other two try to actually adjust the HDI to 
make it sensitive to inequality

 Generalized means is by far the most solid way to 
do it, but demanding in terms of data



Conclusions (2)

 All of them, useful and complementary

 It depends on: data availability

 But also, what type of issues you want to 
address?

 The proposed index allows us to

 “Punish” the indicator of development if there is
inequality

 Identify the “development loss” due to “uneven
development” (inequality across dimensions) and the
loss due to inequality among individuals, which have
very different policy importance
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